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RAC urges motorists to think about their
driving style
Almost a quarter of male drivers admit to overtaking ‘blind’ at the wheel,
according to a survey by road safety charity Brake.
RAC technical director David Bizley said: “It’s clearly worrying the sheer
number of motorists which admit to speeding, particularly on country roads,
which are the most dangerous of all.
“Our own Report on Motoring reveals more than one in three (37%) drivers
say they speed in 50-60mph zones, supporting the evidence presented by

Brake. The fact that the number of accidents and fatalities is higher on
country roads highlights the need for motorists to apply the highest levels of
responsibility when driving both in urban and rural areas.
“We welcome greater awareness to the perils of speeding and dangerous
overtaking and would encourage motorists to take a moment to consider
their driving style before getting back behind the wheel.”
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About the RAC
The RAC provides complete peace of mind to 12m UK private and business
drivers, whatever their motoring needs. Its services include:
•

•

•

Breakdown assistance. Its highly-skilled, 1,600-strong branded
patrol workforce attends more than two million breakdowns
every year, fixing on average four out of five vehicles at the
roadside. The RAC’s patrol fleet is one of the most advanced in
the UK, and was the first to roll out both an All-Wheels-Up
recovery system, allowing the vast majority of vehicles to be
recovered from a single patrol van, and EV Boost mobile electric
vehicle charging units
Insurance. The RAC is a top-five car insurance broker having
surpassed the 500,000 policies-in-force milestone in 2018. It
also offers ‘black box’ telematics policies, as well as home and
travel insurance
Other motoring services. The RAC leads in the development of
new solutions for business, fleets, electric vehicles and future car
technology. Its additional products and services include
a personal loans offering, a used car buying website, vehicle

inspections and checks, legal services or up-to-the-minute traffic
and travel information. It also has a network of Approved Dealers
and Approved Garages which combine the trust of RAC brand
with local service and convenience
The RAC also works to support the interests of its members and UK drivers on
the most important motoring issues which it identifies via the annual RAC
Report on Motoring and the RAC Opinion Panel. The Report on Motoring is
the longest running analysis of driver opinion in the UK having been
published every year since 1989.

For more information about the RAC, visit the RAC website.
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